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Abstract. As RPKI is becoming part of ISPs’ daily operations and
Route Origin Validation is getting widely deployed, one wonders how
long it takes for the effect of RPKI changes to appear in the data plane.
Does an operator that adds, fixes, or removes a Route Origin Authoriza-
tion (ROA) have time to brew coffee or rather enjoy a long meal before
the Internet routing infrastructure integrates the new information and
the operator can assess the changes and resume work? The chain of
ROA publication, from creation at Certification Authorities all the way
to the routers and the effect on the data plane involves a large number of
players, is not instantaneous, and is often dominated by ad hoc admin-
istrative decisions. This is the first comprehensive study to measure the
entire ecosystem of ROA manipulation by all five Regional Internet Reg-
istries (RIRs), propagation on the management plane to Relying Parties
(RPs) and to routers; measure the effect on BGP as seen by global con-
trol plane monitors; and finally, measure the effects on data plane latency
and reachability. We found that RIRs usually publish new RPKI infor-
mation within five minutes, except APNIC which averages ten minutes
slower. At least one national CA is said to publish daily. We observe
significant disparities in ISPs’ reaction time to new RPKI information,
ranging from a few minutes to one hour. The delay for ROA deletion
is significantly longer than for ROA creation as RPs and BGP strive
to maintain reachability. Incidentally, we found and reported significant
issues in the management plane of two RIRs and a Tier1 network.

1 Introduction

The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP [1]) is the ubiquitous inter-domain routing
protocol of the Internet. Unfortunately, like the rest of the early Internet, it was
designed with no thought to security. One of the main efforts to secure BGP is
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the Resource Public Key Infrastructure [2,3] (RPKI) which is an X.509-based
system to share addressing and routing information assured by cryptographic
methods. In the RPKI, Certificate Authorities (CAs), dominated by Regional
Internet Registries (RIRs), issue to ISPs resource certificates containing a list
of IP prefixes allocated to them. ISPs use these certificates to create digitally
signed attestations called Route Origin Authorizations (ROAs) to certify that a
particular Autonomous System (AS) may advertise these prefixes. Other ISPs’
routers can then use ROAs to validate incoming BGP announcements through
a process called Route Origin Validation (ROV) [4] (see right side of Fig. 1).

The RPKI (a management plane) was designed to decouple and provide data
redundant to the BGP control plane, allowing validation. Since operators have to
apply and assess RPKI changes before updating BGP configurations, the overall
routing operations are inevitably delayed by the time it takes to update and propa-
gate RPKI data. However, the IETF specifications were lax in not specifying, or at
least strongly recommending, timing parameters for the long linear RPKI manage-
ment plane protocols (seeManagement plane in Fig. 1). BGP route updates propa-
gate in less than a minute, two at worst [5,6]. Therefore there is an expectation that
propagation on the RPKI management plane is reasonably bounded; but we found
that it takes on average over 25min for APNIC and due to a bug we have reported
as much as five hours for ARIN and LACNIC data to propagate; orders ofmagni-
tude slower than BGP! Ultimately RPKI updates should be applied as quickly
as possible; long delays in the management plane increase the feedback loop for
routing operations, increase the opportunities to let mistakes go unresolved, and
increase the time needed to fix them [7–10]. For example, NTT has documented
three common oversights that lead to discrepancies between BGP announcements
and RPKI data [11]: (1) a new prefix violating the maxLength attribute of an exist-
ingROA, (2) announcing customer prefixeswhile the latter has not yet updated the
corresponding ROAs (also a common for DDoS and BGP hijack mitigation [12]),
(3) prefix migration from one AS to another. Since these inconsistencies between
the management and control plane could lead to significant traffic loss in ROV-
enabled networks [13,14] the time it takes to fix ROAs and globally propagate them
is of critical importance.

The goal of this paper is to measure the delays associated with the RPKI sys-
tems of the five RIRs and current ROV deployments by measuring the manage-
ment, control, and data planes. We deploy experimental prefixes on the Internet
and measure the management plane latency from ROA creation and subsequent
publication by the RIRs to receipt by the routers, and then the resulting effects
on the BGP control plane using RIPE RIS [15] data. We also measure some of the
results on the data plane using RIPE Atlas [16] traceroutes; showing topological
effects of ROAs, BGP path hunting, and latency shifts.

We make the following contributions:

A Method to Measure the Latency Induced by RPKI Adoption: We
design an end-to-end experiment, for each of the five RIRs, to track the delay
across the different steps between the creation/deletion of a ROA by the resource
holder and the time in which we see the corresponding changes on the manage-
ment, control, and data planes (§ 3). We deploy two experiments, one with an
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AS connected mainly to ASes performing ROV (§ 4), and another one with
ASes surrounded by some, but not all, ASes performing ROV to generalize our
findings (§ 5.1).

A Landscape of the Impact of ROV Adoption on the Internet: With
these experiments, we found that: (1) There was a significant time dispar-
ity across RIRs between the operator’s input and the ROA publication delay
(Table 2 and 3). (2) This observation allowed us to discover some startling
anomalies (since corrected after our notification) at ARIN and LACNIC that
delayed their ROA publication time by up to five hours (§ 4.1). (3) There is
an important disparity in ISPs’ reaction time between ROA creation and ROA
deletion, ranging from minutes to an hour. ISPs take significantly more time to
act on ROA deletion than ROA creation (§ 4.2); (4) We also reported anoma-
lous behavior to a Tier1 network which was quickly corrected. (5) There are
vast differences between the RIRs’ administrative practices seriously complicat-
ing the experiment setup, and highlighting how difficult it can be for operators
to streamline their RPKI management procedures at the different RIRs (§ 6).

Extending the Findings with a Longitudinal Study: We further broaden
our study with an analysis of historical RPKI and BGP data (§ 5.2) showing
that the bugs reported to RIRs have been present for years and that long delays
of ROA creation have been quite stable over the past four years.

Inter-RIR Differences in ROA Payloads: Our analysis of RPKI data also
reveals ROA structural differences between the five RIRs, highlighting RIRs’ dif-
ferent management of RPKI data and explaining some of their disparities (§ 5.3).

2 Background

RPKI prefix allocation follows the IANA allocation hierarchy, and each RIR
maintains a separate trust anchor (TA) for the resources for which they are
responsible. Certificates are issued to their members, which are then used to
sign ROAs. Each RIR operates a public repository in which all RPKI objects
(certs, ROAs, CRLs, manifest files [3,17]) are stored.

Figure 1 depicts the steps performed when a resource holder queries an RIR to
update RPKI information for its prefixes. Then the changes are fetched by oper-
ators performing Route Origin Validation (ROV-enabled ASes, green in Fig. 1)
that use this new information to update their routers. Each step described below
is common to all RIRs and ROV-enabled ASes, but each may perform these steps
at different time intervals and frequency.

ROV-enabled ASes check route validity based on the information contained in
ROAs. To get ROA information, routers need to connect to Relying Party (RP)
software which is in charge of fetching ROAs, cryptographically validating their
content, and feeding routers with Validated ROA Payloads (VRPs). Based on the
VRPs, routers can then classify BGP announcements either as Valid, NotFound,
or Invalid. ROV-enabled ASes typically drop the “Invalid” announcements.
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Fig. 1. Data-flow from creation of a ROA by the prefix holder to the corresponding
BGP updates recorded at the route collectors (RIS / RouteViews). The red labels on
the left show the points at which time measurements were taken. (Color figure online)

Each step in the provisioning process introduces delay. The aim of this study
is to track and quantify these delays across RIRs and some ISPs. For this we
collect timestamps at the following points:

1. User Query : The most common way for resource holders to create ROAs
is to query the RIR that provided the IP prefixes. The queries are either via
the RIR’s web portal or the RIR’s REST API if available.

2. ROA Signing : RIRs collect user queries, verify that they are legitimate,
and pass them to certification authority software which computes ROAs and
corresponding metadata information (i.e., manifest and CRL files) and creates
new signed files.

3. ROA Publication : Then RIRs place new ROAs and metadata files into pub-
lic repositories, called Publication Points (PPs), so that Relying Party (RP)
software can fetch them when desired. This seems a simple step, but RIRs
must ensure that RPKI objects are consistent at all times, hence metadata
files and their corresponding ROAs must be atomically published.

4. Relying Party (RP) Validation : RPs are deployed by ROV-enabled ASes
and their role is to periodically fetch and validate all the objects from the
global RPKI repositories. After validation, they produce a list of Validated
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Table 1. Summary for the two experiments presented in Sect. 4 and 5.1.

Section RIR Origin AS Upstreams Period

§4 All five RIRs 3970 ROV-enabled Nov. 2011 to Oct. 2022

§5.1 RIPE 17660, 55722, 23676 mix May 2022 to Oct. 2022

ROA Payloads (VRPs) which routers use to verify incoming BGP announce-
ments. Larger ISPs often deploy multiple RPs to avoid single points of failure,
and to tune the timing with which each RP visits the Publication Points.

5. BGP Update : ROV-enabled routers accept and advertise the Valid and
NotFound announcements only and drop the Invalid ones based on the VRPs
from the RPs. These changes propagate globally in BGP and the effects may
be seen in BGP collection systems (e.g., RIS or RouteViews [15,18]).

6. Traceroute : These routing changes are reflected in the data plane and can
be observed with measurement platforms such as RIPE Atlas [16].

3 RPKI Beacons

To measure the propagation time of RPKI data from RIRs’ Certification Author-
ities to BGP speaking routers we automated RPKI ROA beaconing at each of
the five RIRs. Each beacon is a prefix for which we switch its RPKI status
daily by creating and deleting ROAs. We announce these experimental prefixes
in BGP from a few locations on the global Internet and measure the beacons’
effects in the management, control, and data planes.

3.1 Beacon Methodology

We perform two experiments from diverse ASes to measure the propagation time
of RPKI data (Table 1): For the first experiment (§4), we obtained from each
RIR a pair of IPv4 /24 prefixes and a pair of IPv6 /48 prefixes1. One prefix from
each pair of prefixes is used as a control, while the other is the test prefix. The
control prefixes are expected to be always reachable, with an always valid RPKI
status. If they are not reachable then we know that the experiment is not valid
for that period. For the test prefixes, the BGP announcements do not change,
but we periodically add and remove a ROA to alternatively validate and invali-
date the origin AS of the test prefixes’ BGP data. We track changes reflected at
the management (RPKI), control (BGP), and data plane (traceroute). The pre-
fixes are announced from AS3970 , which is directly connected to AS3130 (not
implementing ROV), which in turn is connected to two ROV-enabled upstream
providers, NTT (AS2914) and Sprint (AS1239), and peering with a ROV-enabled
route server at a large IXP, and directly with a few non-ROV IXP peers. The
results for this experiment are described in Sect. 4.

1 The list of all prefixes is given in appendix, Table 6.
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For the second experiment (§5.1), we used three /24 prefixes (RIPE-A, RIPE-
B, and RIPE-C) from the RIPE NCC and announced them from three diverse
networks, including an IXP and a national ISP with 149 peer ASes. The three
prefixes are used as test prefixes, meaning that we daily alternate the ROA status
for all of them. The results of this experiment are described in Sect. 5.1.

3.2 ROA Toggling

In order to measure only the impact of ROV and avoid delays caused by other
filtering mechanisms, we configured all filtering with the upstream providers
(e.g., through the creation of Internet Routing Registry (IRR) route objects).
We verified that our providers’ filters accepted our prefixes and then left these
mechanisms untouched.

To toggle the RPKI status of the test prefixes, each was invalidated by Pre-
registering a ROA with the origin AS set to the invalid AS 666. For the first
experiment our AS was primarily connected to upstream networks and IXP
route servers that implement ROV, thus at the initial step, our test prefixes
are dropped by ROV-mechanisms and globally unreachable, as opposed to the
second experiment.

The ROA toggling consists of daily repeating the following steps for each test
prefix:

1. ROA creation. At a random time between 00:00 and 06:00 UTC, we request a
new ROA covering the <prefix, AS> to authorize the route to the test prefix.

2. Convergence phase 1. From 06:00 to 12:00 UTC we give sufficient time for
networks to obtain the new ROA, process it, and update their routing.

3. ROA deletion. At a random time between 12:00 and 18:00 UTC, we delete
the ROA created at the first step, hence letting our test prefix fall back to
Invalid.

4. Convergence phase 2. From 18:00 to 00:00 UTC we again wait for all networks
to converge to the new state.

In order to keep the RPKI beacons running over a long time, we automated
all queries to RIRs. ARIN, RIPE, and recently LACNIC, provide APIs to ease
such interactions with their services. We made all queries to these three RIRs
via their APIs. AFRINIC and APNIC have no APIs for RPKI management; we
could only create and delete ROAs via their web portals. To automate AFRINIC
and APNIC processes we implemented Selenium [19] scripts that log in to these
portals and submit web forms for ROA creation and deletion.

3.3 Data Collection

In order to measure the time for the above RPKI operations to propagate over
the management, control, and data planes we collect temporal information from
ROAs’ payload, BGP data, and run traceroutes.
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User Query. Delays are measured relative to the user query time, that is the
time we request the RIRs to change RPKI (steps 1 and 3 in Sect. 3.2). This
is logged by an NTP-synchronized host that automates the queries for ROA
creation and deletion. We log the precise time of the confirmation from the RIR
portal or API that the query was received without error.

RIR. We infer RIRs’ signing and publication delays from the RPKIviews
archive [20]. This archive consists of RPKI data snapshots taken every 20min.
Each snapshot contains the raw ROA files of all RPKI repositories as well as
the output of a relying party software, rpki-client [21]. From this dataset, we
compute the signing, publication, and RP delay (Fig. 1).

The signing delay is computed using the signing timestamp found in the ROA,
more specifically in the Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS) [22] wrapper of
the signed object. As opposed to the “NotBefore” timestamp found in the ROA
payload, which is used to determine at what time a ROA becomes “valid”, the
signing timestamp conveys the time at which the Certification Authority created
the ROA. Unfortunately, the reliability of both timestamps are disputable as
our results show that some RIRs set the signing and/or NotBefore timestamps
arbitrarily (Sect. 4.1 and 5.3)!

The publication delay estimates the delay for an RIR to make newly created
ROAs available to RPs. We infer the typical publication delay from RPKIviews
snapshots. Since RPKIviews takes snapshots every 20min and assuming that
the publication of ROA is uniformly distributed over time, new ROAs appear in
RPKIviews on average 10min after their actual public availability. For ease of
discussion, when reporting RPKIviews median delay publication time in Sect. 4,
we subtract 10min from the measured RPKIviews median delay. We analyze
only these corrected median values, not individual delays.

Relying Party (RP). Computing Relying Party delays on the Internet is par-
ticularly challenging. The delay of RPs depends on three factors: the frequency
at which they poll for new data from publication points, the downloading time,
and the ROA processing time (i.e., mostly reading and decrypting files). Net-
work operators may increase their RPs’ polling frequency to fetch new data more
quickly, but to reduce the burden on publication points, the recommendations
are to poll for new data no more frequently than 10min using RRDP (or as low
as 1min if there is caching infrastructure and the If-Modified-Since header value
is set) and not more than every 30min if using rsync [23]. Furthermore, past
studies showed that 2 and 10min are the most common RP polling frequencies
[24] which correspond to respectively RIPE v3 validator and Routinator default
values (rpki-client has no default value). As RIPE v3 validator has since been
deprecated, we assume that 10min is now a common value used by operators
and attempt to estimate RP delay for RPs polling new data every 10min.

Similarly to the publication delay, we leverage RPKIviews data to infer the
typical delay experienced by an RP polling data every 10min. Because the 20-
min frequency of RPKIviews translates into a 10-min median polling delay and
a 10-min polling frequency gives a 5min median polling delay, when reporting
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results in Sect. 4 we correct the RP delay by subtracting 5min from the median
delay observed with RPKIviews’ RP.

BGP. The ROA toggle described above affects the global reachability of our
announced prefixes. They become unreachable when corresponding ROAs are
deleted and reachable again when ROAs are re-created. We monitor these shifts
in BGP using the RIPE Routing Information Service (RIS) data [15]. We partic-
ularly look into the BGP update messages sent from routers peering with RIS,
and we record for each peer and each test prefix the time of the first announce-
ment after creating a ROA and the time of the first withdrawal after deleting a
ROA (BGP update in Fig. 1). These represent the first routing changes caused
by each of our RPKI beacon events that we expect to be visible at the collector,
and are accurate within seconds.

Section 4 presents delays for the RIS collectors RRC00 and RRC01. RRC00
has the advantage of being a multi-hop collector, meaning that it receives data
from ASes that are located in very diverse locations. RRC01 collects data only
from ASes peering at the LINX IXP which includes both upstream providers for
the first experiment. Hence RRC01 allows us to investigate BGP signals from
networks that make our prefixes globally reachable. In our preliminary analysis
we have looked at an arbitrary set of RIS collectors (RRC03, RRC06, RRC12),
but given the large amount of data, and that we see little difference across
collectors, we present results only for RRC00 and RRC01. Past research has also
shown a high level of redundancy between different collectors [25] which limit
the benefits of using numerous collectors [26].

Traceroute. To test data plane reachability and delay of the prefixes with toggling
ROAs, we performed traceroutes every 15min from RIPE Atlas with probes in
6 different ASes. The probes were chosen to be inside the ASes that also share
BGP routes with RIPE RIS at RRC00. We pick these ASes to have close vantage
points for BGP and traceroutes, but there is no guarantee that the Atlas probe
and the BGP collector share the same routes, so there could be some mismatch.
However, we also tried a wider set of RIPE Atlas probes using Atlas geo-diverse
selection of probes and observed similar behaviors, so our analysis focuses only on
the traceroutes obtained with the 6 probes mentioned earlier. The measurements
are public (Table 7) and traceroutes are configured to send three ICMP packets
per hop.

4 Eleven Months in the Life of RPKI Beacons

We now present the results of our first experiment; over eleven months of toggling
RPKI ROA beacons for prefixes from the five RIRs and announced from an AS
surrounded by ROV-enabled networks (see row 1 in Table 1).

The analysis in this section follows the steps shown in Fig. 1 and is based on
RIS data (RRC00 and RRC01) from November 1st 2021 until October 5th 2022,
except for the LACNIC beacons that started on February 1st 2022. We rely on
RPKIviews data from January 1st to October 6th 2022.
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Fig. 2. Time from user query to propagation in BGP, for all RRC00 and RRC01 peers.
ARIN and LACNIC had significantly longer creation delays due to a bug related to
ROAs’ NotBefore timestamps. APNIC delay is typically 10min longer than AFRINIC
and RIPE. Overall the delays for ROA deletion are higher than for ROA creation.

Fig. 3. Time from user query to BGP propagation (RRC00 and RRC01). Focus on the
two upstream providers of our experimental AS: Sprint (AS1239) and NTT (AS2914).
NTT had more consistent delays than Sprint, and Sprint had sometimes very long
delays to withdraw prefixes with deleted ROAs.
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Our Main Findings are that creation times vary significantly across RIRs,
with medians ranging from a few minutes to over an hour for new ROAs to
reach the publication points. The differences lie in the way ROAs are processed
by RIRs, in batches at specific times of the day, and drastic issues we discovered
at two RIRs (each applied a temporary fix). Second, deletion of ROAs takes
longer to reflect in BGP as routers explore alternate routes that have not yet
been invalidated. The slowest element drives the deletion time. Routers with a
slow pulling cache, or redundant caches, invalidate routes late and are used by
neighbors to reach the invalidated resource. Further, for ROA creation, most of
the delay comes from the Relying Party pulling objects at different intervals.

4.1 ROA Creation Delay

We investigate ROA creation delay. We explore the disparity across RIRs and
between upstream ASes. Figure 2a shows the per-RIR distribution of the delay
between the query time to create a ROA for our test prefix and the time when
reachability is first reported by each RIS peer in BGP.

AFRINIC and RIPE prefixes are seen most quickly in RIS. The median delay
for an AFRINIC IPv4 prefix is 15min (16min for IPv6) and 18min for RIPE
prefixes for both IPv4 and IPv6. APNIC is consistently slower than AFRINIC
and RIPE. The median delay for an APNIC IPv4 prefix is 26min (28min for
IPv6). This 10-min extra delay is due to a 20-min batching process at APNIC
(see Sect. 5.3). ARIN and LACNIC prefixes are susceptible to significant delays.
These are due to the timezone problem described below (Publication delay and
ARIN/LACNIC timezone issues ). We have reported this issue to both RIRs
for which ARIN deployed a workaround on 21 April 2022 and LACNIC on 12
October 2022.

For the other three RIRs delays are less than 1 h in at least 95% of the
cases. We also observe some outlying values: In less than 3% of the cases, for
AFRINIC, APNIC, and RIPE, the BGP delays go over 100min. These delays
are rarely visible from the two upstream providers, NTT and Sprint (Fig. 3a
and 3c). Both always announce the AFRINIC prefix in less than 100min. We
cannot find consistent behaviors for the observed long delays, these could be due
to unexpectedly long BGP convergence times [27]. In addition, we noticed that
about half of them are related to very small ASes owned by individuals (network
operators) who are active in testing new deployments (e.g., AS15562, AS35619,
AS5662) so these could be the results of experiments.

We observe a large disparity across RIRs in the time elapsed between ROA
creation and the effect in BGP. The same is true across our upstream ASes.
In the next sections, we track the time along the different steps in Fig. 1 to
understand the elements causing these disparities. We rely on Table 2, where we
show the median delay for each of the steps in Fig. 1.
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Table 2. ROA Creation Median Delays. Median delay in minutes from the user
query to the step indicated in each column as observed for the IPv4 prefixes from the
five RIRs (IPv6 results are in parenthesis). As described in § 3, delays shown in this
table are either measured from ROA attributes (*) and BGP data (‡), or inferred from
RPKIviews data (†).

Sign* NotBefore* Publication† Relying Party† BGP‡
AFRINIC 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (2) 14 (13) 15 (16)
APNIC 10 (13) 10 (13) 14 (16) 34 (38) 26 (28)
ARIN – (–) – (–) 69 (97) 81 (109) 95 (143)
LACNIC 0 (0) – (–) 54 (32) 66 (42) 51 (34)
RIPE 0 (0) 0 (0) 4 (4) 14 (13) 18 (18)
After fix:
ARIN – (–) – (–) 8 (9) 21 (22) 28 (23)

Certification Delay. According to the ROA signing time, AFRINIC, RIPE,
and LACNIC create ROAs within a minute of receiving users’ queries. APNIC’s
10-min delay appears at this very first step. APNIC’s signing times for our
ROAs are in 20min increments (e.g. 04:30, 04:50, 05:10) suggesting that APNIC
is processing users’ queries in 20-min batches, adding an average delay of 10min.

We found that ARIN hard-codes both the ROAs signing time and NotBe-
fore value to midnight UTC hence we are not able to compute signing delays
for ARIN. LACNIC is signing ROAs immediately after the user query, but the
NotBefore value in LACNIC ROAs is also hard-coded to midnight UTC.

Publication Delay and ARIN/LACNIC Timezone Issues. Before April
2022, the publication delay for ARIN and LACNIC could last several hours due
to a time zone conversion problem. As mentioned above both RIRs intend to
set NotBefore values to midnight, but instead, ARIN has been setting this value
to 04:00 UTC or 05:00 UTC (corresponding respectively to 00:00 in Eastern
Daylight Time and Eastern Standard Time) and LACNIC has been setting this
value to 03:00 UTC (corresponding to 00:00 in Uruguay Standard Time). For
example, a query at 01:00 UTC to create a ROA in LACNIC would create a
ROA with a NotBefore value set to 03:00 UTC. Therefore, the ROA would be
invalid for the two hours following its creation. Our experiment reveals that
the Publication Point wisely does not publish the“not-yet-valid” ROA to the
repository hence delaying its availability to RPs. The same holds for ARIN. We
reported this issue to both ARIN and LACNIC.

ARIN acknowledged the problem has been present since they started their
RPKI service. An interim fix for this issue was deployed on 21 April 2022, by
setting the signing and NotBefore timestamps at 12:00 UTC on the day before
the user query. ARIN is planning further development to properly solve this issue.
Since the ARIN issue has been addressed, the publication delays for ARIN are
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in line with RIPE and AFRINIC at around 5min median delay (“After fix” line
in Table 2).

For LACNIC the issue is apparently only affecting ROAs created with their
API, not the ones created manually on their portal. LACNIC deployed a similar
fix on October 12, 2022, that sets the NotBefore timestamp at 03:00 UTC on the
day before the user query. Since our LACNIC prefixes were returned on October
25, 2022, we observed the effects of this fix for less than two weeks and found that
LACNIC publication delay fell in line with the other RIRs’ delay (not included
in Table 2 due to the small sample size). As these issues bias results for LACNIC
and ARIN, the remainder of this section focuses on results from the other RIRs.

Relying Party Delay. Propagation to Relying Parties (RPs) represents the
most time-consuming step observed in ROA processing. Unlike other steps where
data are pushed to the next component, RPs periodically pull RPKI data from
Publication Points. The delay we observe between the ROA creation and the
time when an RP validates the new ROA is usually less than 15min (38min for
APNIC). This is 10min more than the publication delay and consists mainly of
the polling interval (5min delay on average), downloading time from all Certifi-
cation Authorities (4min), and the ROA processing time (1min). The download-
ing time can be negatively impacted by Publication Points that are responding
slowly. Single-threaded RPs, such as the one used by RPKIviews (rpki-client),
are particularly affected by this as they sequentially visit all Publication Points
and may be blocking on slow Publication Points.

BGP Updates. We usually observe BGP updates for the newly created ROAs
about 3min after the estimated RP validation time. This delay includes both
the router’s polling from RPs and BGP propagation time, as we are not able
to measure the RP to router delay alone. As RPs signal routers when to pull,
this delay should be dominated by the data transfer and the router processing
of VRPs. Past work on BGP propagation estimate that a new announcement on
BGP takes usually less than a minute to propagate globally [5,6], hence one can
estimate the RP to routers delay should be no more than 2min.

To further dissect delays observed at this step, we compute the BGP delay
only for the two upstream providers. The BGP delay distributions of NTT
(Fig. 3a) and Sprint (Fig. 3c) are similar to those observed for other peers
(Fig. 2a), and their median values are all within a 4-min difference. Given that
ROV is still deployed very sparsely [28], these results show that (1) the delay
for ASes that are not along ROV-enabled AS paths is dictated by our upstream
providers, (2) ASes beyond our upstreams that perform ROV slower would inval-
idate new routes. In the latter case, because we are connected to Tier1 networks,
and there are many paths between Tier1 networks and RIS collectors, the effect
of other ROV deployments is rarely observed.

We also compared these distributions with five other networks that are
implementing ROV and announcing our prefixes to RRC00 or RRC01 (AS1299,
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AS6939, AS7018, AS9002, AS14907) and found no notable differences in the dis-
tributions, meaning that these networks behave similarly to our upstreams; i.e.,
they are at least as fast as our upstreams to pull new RPKI data. With these data
we cannot distinguish if they can fetch RPKI data faster than our upstreams
as their BGP announcements are bound by the time our upstreams made the
prefixes globally available. We come back to this in Sect. 5.1 with experiments
announcing prefixes from very diverse locations.

A careful inspection of the delays for our two upstreams reveals that NTT
is more consistent, the 10th to 90th percentile range for the IPv4 RIPE prefix
corresponds to 12 and 32min (Fig. 3a) whereas these same percentiles correspond
to a range twice as large for Sprint, i.e., 7 and 47min (Fig. 3c). Although the first
quartile delay for Sprint is always better than for NTT (e.g. 12min vs 15min for
RIPEv4), the third quartile delay for Sprint is consistently longer by 1 to 10min
for the AFRINIC, APNIC, and RIPE prefixes. We believe this is the result of a
longer RP polling frequency for Sprint but a shorter RP to router delay, and we
confirmed with network operators that indeed NTT is polling RPKI data more
frequently than Sprint and Sprint is using faster RP software.

Using only the data after ARIN’s fix we confirm the delay for ARIN prefixes
improved significantly (shown in Appendix Fig. 11). The interquartile range cor-
responds to 13 and 33min for IPv4 (13 and 33 for IPv6) which comes very close
to RIPE and AFRINIC results for the same time period. RIPE’s interquartile is
11 to 32min for IPv4 (11 to 27 for IPv6) and AFRINIC’s interquartile is 10 to
25min for IPv4 (9 to 29 for IPv6) between 21 April 21st and May 15th 2022.

DataPlaneAvailability. Figure 4 shows how prefix reachability/unreachability
on the data plane for IPv4 (IPv6 in Appendix, Fig. 10) is affected by ROA creation
and deletion. Each row of these graphs shows a sequence of traceroutes for a dif-
ferent Atlas probe/prefix pair. A pack of 6 rows shows the traceroutes to the same
destination, from 6 diverse RIPE Atlas probes, indexed from top (#1) to bottom
(#6). The colors of the dots show whether the destination is reachable (cyan) or
unreachable (black). We add to this graph the user query times for ROA creation
(green dots) and deletion (red dots).

At ROA creation, the delay between the user query and data plane reach-
ability is similar to BGP. This is represented in Fig. 4 by the time difference
between a green dot and the first next cyan dot. We observe a median delay
between 23min (RIPE) and 50min (APNIC). Given that traceroutes are run
every 15min, these delays include on average an additional 7.5min delay from
Atlas, hence we estimate the median data plane delay in our experiments to
range between 15 and 43min which is in line with the median delays observed
in BGP (Table 2).
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4.2 End to End ROA Deletion Delay

Fig. 4. Effects of ROA creation (green dots) and ROA deletion (red dots) on prefix
reachability (cyan dot) and unreachability (black dot) in traceroute. Each line shows
a different Atlas probe/prefix pair. Delay between ROA deletion and unreachability
highly varies depending on the topology. IPv4 only, see Fig. 10 for IPv6. (Color figure
online)

We investigate the ROA revocation timing along the steps in Fig. 1. In addi-
tion to longer deletion than creation due to path exploration, we show that
while APNIC demonstrates longer times for the revocation to be published and
to reach Relying parties, the prefixes disappear from BGP only slightly after the
prefixes with ROAs hosted by other RIRs.

Certification, Publication, and Relying Party Delay. At ROA deletion,
the delays from the management plane to the RP are the same as those observed
at ROA creation. The timestamps that appear in Certificate Revocation List
(CRL) files usually match our user query time, and RP delays are similar across
all RIRs, with the exception of APNIC which still lags 10min behind other RIRs
(Table 3).

BGP Withdraw. BGP delays are significantly higher for ROA deletion than
for ROA creation (Fig. 2b). The median BGP delay for unreachability goes up
to 51min for IPv4 and 56min for IPv6 (Table 3). We rarely observe short BGP
delays (Fig. 2b). At best the BGP delay first quartile corresponds to less than
20min (AFRINICv4) and at worst less than 39min (APNICv6).

There are two related causes for these high delays, one is related to BGP and
the other to RPs/routers interactions. At ROA creation a prefix is announced
globally in BGP by one of the prefix’s upstreams as soon as either one of them
fetches the new ROA. But at ROA deletion neighbors must all withdraw the
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Table 3. ROA Deletion. Median delay in minutes from user query to the step indicated
in each column as observed for the IPv4 prefixes from the five RIRs (IPv6 results in
parenthesis). These delays are either measured from CRL files (*) and BGP data (‡),
or estimated from RPKIviews data (†).

Revocation* Relying Party† BGP‡
AFRINIC 0 (0) 13 (14) 34 (38)
APNIC 10 (12) 31 (36) 51 (56)
ARIN 0 (0) 14 (16) 45 (51)
LACNIC 0 (0) 18 (20) 48 (49)
RIPE 0 (0) 14 (13) 41 (50)

ROA to make it globally unreachable. Similarly, for reliability via redundancy,
the RPKI-to-Router Protocol [4] allows a router to receive data from multiple
Relying Party caches. This makes ASes using multiple RP caches likely to react
significantly more slowly to ROA deletion than to ROA creation. This is because
the BGP prefix is valid if there is a matching ROA from any of the caches. So
ROA deletion is not effective until the last cache withdraws. Conversely, the first
cache to receive a new ROA validates the BGP prefix, so ROA creation is seen
relatively quickly.

The effect of multi-RP setups is evident for 3970s two upstream networks.
Both have longer delays for ROA deletion than creation. Sprint also frequently
experiences very high delays (greater than 100min). We privately contacted the
operators, and they confirmed that this delay is likely due to a reported bug
in the Routinator Relying Party implementation sometimes not withdrawing
ROAs (which was recently addressed in Routinator version, 0.11.2 [29]). Sprint
is deploying the fix for this issue. These long delays are propagated to certain
RIS peers, especially for the AFRINIC and LACNIC prefixes (Fig. 2b). This
illustrates the effect caused by BGP, as only one delayed upstream kept the
prefixes globally reachable for a longer period of time. Not all RIS peers are
impacted though. ASes that implement ROV, or that are surrounded by ROV-
enabled networks, may drop the prefix before Sprint, which is for example the
case for NTT (Fig. 3b). But RIS peers that are not implementing ROV and
reaching our test prefixes via Sprint are surely affected by the high Sprint delay.
A mixture of both can even be observed. A good example is Deutsche Telekom
AS3320 (see Fig. 5), which is highly impacted in IPv4, but not in IPv6, as the
BGP paths show, it reaches the IPv6 prefixes only through NTT or through
Hurricane Electric via the IXP route server, never through Sprint.

Data Plane Unreachability. Results from traceroute provide additional
insight into slow withdrawals. It is reflected in Fig. 4 by a large gap between a
red dot (ROA deletion) and the next black dot, indicating a path still active
after the deletion. Probe#1 and probe#4 have longer delays, on the order of
hours, for all test prefixes. For probe#1, we observe that after ROA deletion,
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Fig. 5. ROA deletion. Time from user
query to BGP withdraw for Deutsche
Telekom (AS3320). IPv4 delays are
impacted by Sprint late withdrawing.

Fig. 6. Effects of ROA creation/deletion
on the data plane. After each ROA cre-
ation or deletion, we observe BGP path
hunting with AS path changes.

the AS path between the RIPE Atlas probe and the destination changes from
[Source AS, AS174 (Cogent), AS1239 (Sprint), Destination AS] to [Source AS,
AS6762 (Telecom Italia), AS1239 (Sprint), Destination AS] before becoming
unreachable. Since Telecom Italia is not performing ROV [30], our hypothesis
is that Cogent fetches RPKI data faster than Sprint and drops the prefix while
Sprint is still announcing it. BGP path hunting then selects an alternate path via
Telecom Italia, until finally Sprint also drops the route and the prefix becomes
unreachable. For probe#4, the delay before unreachability is similar to probe#1,
but we do not observe an AS path change between ROA deletion and destination
being unreachable, the AS path remaining [Source AS, AS7575 (AARNET),
AS6461 (Zayo), AS1239 (Sprint), Destination AS]. Again, our hypothesis is that
Sprint is slow to drop this route and keeps announcing the route to Zayo, which
does not perform ROV [30], so it announces the prefix until Sprint drops it.

Impact on AS Path. Figure 6 shows the impact of ROA creation and deletion
on the observed paths and illustrates BGP path hunting for one of the Atlas
probe/prefix pairs. The Y axis represents the latency between the Atlas probe
and the destination relative to the minimum RTT observed during the measure-
ment period, and the X axis represents time. The vertical lines show the times
of ROA creation/deletion. Each dot is a traceroute, and every time the AS path
changes, we put a label above the dot with the new AS seen in paths taken by
the traceroute packets.

BGP convergence and path hunting are each illustrated after ROA creation
and deletion. After ROA creation, we observe a first path going through AS1299
(Telia), and then a preferred path (in the sense of BGP) going through AS174
(Cogent) is selected. This suggests that Telia was faster to integrate the new
ROA than Cogent. After ROA deletion, we observe that BGP finds another path
going through AS3257 (GTT), and then the destination becomes unreachable,
as we see the dots stopping a short time after the red lines.
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Fig. 7. Time from user query to BGP propagation for prefixes RIPE-A, RIPE-B, and
RIPE-C as observed by RRC00 and RRC01 peers.

The latency shift observed at 05-07 10:05 AM is due to an intradomain
routing change within Sprint with two hops instead of one, likely not related
to ROA creation/deletion, as it only appears once during our measurement time
and not close to any ROA event.

5 A Bird’s-Eye View of RPKI ROA Delay

The above experiment measures delays introduced by RPKI in routing using
resources from all five RIRs. We discovered different handling of ROA creation
at RIRs as well as the effect of different timings at ISPs when pulling RPKI data.
The latter was made possible because all providers of our vantage point perform
ROV. Next, we conduct a second experiment and investigate other datasets in
order to generalize some of our findings.

Tier1 networks usually react to new ROAs within 20min after the user’s ROA
creation query. They drop prefixes for deleted ROA within 40min after a user’s
ROA deletion query; though we observe certain cases when they may take up
to one hour. We discover the existence of Tier-1’s that are faster than NTT and
Sprint to react to ROA creation. Since the upstreams of our new prefix origins
do not all perform ROV, we observe BGP collection points and traceroute van-
tage points with continuous connectivity to the prefixes despite the invalidation
of origin ASes. Hence we show how ROV complicates the routing information
propagation process and how difficult it is to predict ROV timing, especially for
prefixes originated by networks that have rich and diverse connectivity. Using
longitudinal datasets, we also confirm that observed delays have been stable
over the past four years, and we reveal ROA structural differences between the
five RIRs, highlighting RIRs’ different management of RPKI information and
explaining some of their disparities.
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5.1 Topology Dependence

The results of Sect. 4 are constrained by the location of our originating AS in the
Internet, and in particular by the way its upstream networks handle RPKI. For
example, at ROA creation, the time it takes for the prefixes to become globally
reachable in BGP is bounded by the reaction time of NTT and Sprint. In this
section, we show that these results are representative not only for the numerous
networks relying on these two Tier1 networks, but also for networks relying on
other large Internet providers.

More Locations. For this stage we obtained three /24 IPv4 prefixes (RIPE-A,
RIPE-B, and RIPE-C) from RIPE NCC and three topologically diverse oper-
ators generously agreed to announce these prefixes from their networks. These
three networks differ significantly from our experimental AS in the first setup;
the locations are on a different continent and have different upstream providers
including networks that do not implement ROV. Therefore, when running RPKI
beacons for these prefixes their reachability is unaffected along paths that have
no network implementing ROV. Only RIS peers that implement ROV or that
are surrounded by ROV lose reachability to these prefixes.

We measured these prefixes from May 6th to October 5th 2022, and again
observe that BGP delay for ROA deletion is significantly longer than it is for
ROA creation (Fig. 7).

The median BGP delay for ROA creation is shorter than during the first
experiment, the median ranging between 11 and 12min (Fig. 7a) compared to
the median of 18min observed previously for our IPv4 RIPE prefix, suggesting
that ROV-enabled networks between these origin ASes and RIS peers are faster
than NTT and Sprint in the previous experiment (see Sect. 5.1).

On data plane reachability, we observe the expected behavior that here some
probes never lose reachability, because they find a route via a provider that does
not enforce ROV, as opposed to the probes in the first experiment (Fig. 4).

ROV by Tier1. We leverage this experiment to measure the BGP delays of
Tier1’s that peer with RIS and implement ROV. Since these three prefixes are
announced in places that are not entirely surrounded by networks performing
ROV we assume the prefixes remain continuously reachable by a large fraction
of the Internet. Hence, well-connected networks, i.e., Tier1s, are likely to adopt
new paths for these prefixes based on their ROV mechanisms, not owing to a
change in BGP reachability.

Starting with a list of Tier1 networks (CAIDA’s peering clique of ASes [31]),
we select six networks that are peering with RIS (RRC00 and RRC01) and that
are known to implement ROV [28]. Figure 8 shows the measured BGP delay for
these six networks. Comparing the delays at ROA creation with the RIPE IPv4
results of the previous experiment (Fig. 3a) confirms the stable delays for NTT
and the higher variability of Sprint (AS1239) for these additional prefixes.

We also notice that NTT (AS2914) is consistently 5 to 10min slower than
AT&T (AS7018), Telia (AS1299), and PCCW (AS3491). This suggests that these
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Fig. 8. User query to BGP delay for prefixes RIPE-A, RIPE-B, and RIPE-C as
observed by Tier1 networks implementing ROV.

networks fetch RPKI data more frequently than NTT, which we confirmed with
operators of two of these networks. This difference may also explain the 7 to
8min difference between the median delay for the RIPE prefix in the previous
experiment (Fig. 2a) and the three prefixes used here (Fig. 7a).

The delay at ROA deletion is higher than at ROA creation for all monitored
networks as seen in Fig. 8b. As we expect these networks to drop the prefixes
as soon as they get in sync with RPKI, the slower deletion of ROAs is the
result of RP redundancy, i.e. the ROA deletion is not effective until the last
cache withdraws the ROA (Sect. 4.2). The anomaly in Sprint ROA deletion was
confirmed to be due to the Routinator bug.

5.2 Delay Analysis from Historical Data

Are these results consistent over time? We investigate historical ROA and BGP
data and compute the delay between the BGP withdrawal time t1, of an RPKI-
invalid prefix and the NotBefore time of the ROA t0 that invalidates the <prefix,
origin> pair. In this experiment, we track the occurence of BGP Withdraw (W)
messages instead of BGP Announcements (A), as we cannot affirmatively say
whether a ROA creation triggered an update (A). BGP updates (A) can happen
both when the routes are tagged as “RPKI-valid” or “RPKI-notfound”. However,
withdrawals (W) following the creation of ROAs are more likely due to the routes
being tagged as “RPKI-Invalid” and being dropped by ROV-enabled ASes.

Furthermore, as opposed to our active measurements, we do not have access
to the user ROA query time and hence we rely on the NotBefore time as a
proxy. The NotBefore time indicates when a ROA becomes valid and therefore
actionable for ROV. A quick analysis of the current RPKI repository shows
that 77% of ROAs have a signing time equal to their NotBefore time, except
for ARIN and LACNIC where the NotBefore time is not reliable as explained
in Sect. 4.1. We observe that for AFRINIC, RIPE and APNIC, there is almost
no time difference between the signing time and NotBefore time, except for a
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Table 4. Data processed for historical analysis (IPv6 in parentheses)

Date # RIB entries # VRPs # Invalids # Withdrawals

2018-05-22 786361 52421 17435 (1079) 1344 (–)
2019-05-01 853149 83221 20854 (1467) 2765 (86)
2020-05-15 923715 149075 21689 (2624) 2827 (351)
2021-05-02 1010201 247858 28203 (2764) 3837 (1751)
2022-05-13 1078454 342199 34604 (4688) 5918 (4191)

few exceptional cases with AFRINIC (< 10%) where the NotBefore time is set
before signing time. This provides confidence that the NotBefore time is usually
a good estimator of the signing time for AFRINIC, RIPE and APNIC but not
for ARIN and LACNIC. We also confirmed from our active measurements that
the NotBefore time for RIPE and AFRINIC is usually within a minute of our
query time and on average 10min later for APNIC.

Below is the process to calculate BGP delay using historical data:

1. VRP data: We first collect a list of VRPs (Validated ROA Payloads) from
the RIPE RPKI archive [32], which provides historical RPKI data organized
by TA (Trust Anchor). Each repository contains the certificates and ROAs
classified by date and also provides a list of VRPs for each day. We extract
the NotBefore time (t0) and route (prefix, origin) for each VRP.

2. RIB files: We select from RIS RRC00 collector a RIB dump on a randomly
selected day in May every year from 2018 to 2022.

3. BGP update messages: we extract the BGP update messages from RIS
update files and look for BGP withdrawals at time t1 that correspond to a
VRP’s prefix and where t1 is between t0 and t0 + 1h.

4. BGP delay: We calculate the BGP delay as t1 − t0.

Table 4 provides detail about the volume of longitudinal data processed from
the RRC00 collector and from the RIPE RPKI archive. It shows the total number
of RIB entries, the number of invalid routes and the corresponding number of
withdrawals found in BGP data.

Figure 9a shows an overview of the BGP delay for all data points collected
between 2018 and 2022. There is no major difference in median propagation delay
between IPv4 and IPv6, but there is greater variability in IPv6. We observe that
AFRINIC, APNIC and RIPE had consistently shorter median delays over time
while ARIN and LACNIC had higher delays for IPv4. The reason for higher
delays for ARIN and LACNIC may be caused by the anomaly in the publication
process (see 4.1). However, as we can see from Fig. 9b, the median delay remained
usually around 20min between 2019 and 2022. The numbers for 2018 are slightly
higher but overall these results suggest that the Certification Authority to BGP
delays at ROA creation have been stable over the past four years.
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Fig. 9. Median propagation delay retrieved from historical data.

Table 5. Number of unique ROA objects, routes, and signing timestamps from a
snapshot on December 31st 2021 of ROAs created in 2021.

# ROA object # Route # Signing time

AFRINIC 134 207 134
APNIC 5213 74349 5162
ARIN 29213 31307 311
LACNIC 5071 1 6536 2484
RIPE 25691 145950 22279

5.3 ROA Anatomy

Finally, this section describes the differences between the ROA payloads gener-
ated by the different RIRs and how these can impact ROA publication delay.

Signing Time Distribution. The first notable difference between the ROA
payloads of different RIRs is the distribution of signing and NotBefore times-
tamps. As mentioned in Sect. 4.1 we found that ARIN is using a hardcoded value
for the signing and NotBefore timestamps. Looking at a snapshot of all ROAs
on December 31st 2021, we found that the 29213 ROA objects that ARIN signed
in 2021 contain only 311 unique signing timestamps (Table 5), which is roughly
equal to the number of days in 2021 minus weekends where we rarely see new
ROAs. We have also confirmed that this behavior is present since ARIN started
its RPKI service in September 2012.

For LACNIC, the results are not as clear. We do observe an abnormally high
number of ROAs with the NotBefore time set to 03:00 UTC but not all. This
is because it affects only the API, which was released in 2021, and thus only
recently used in the LACNIC region.
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Unified ROA (APNIC, RIPE). The second difference is the number of
routes encapsulated in each ROA object. RFC6482 [33] specifies that a ROA
object has only one ASN but a list of prefixes and corresponding maximum
length attributes. Hence for prefixes of a single authorized ASN, the RIR can
maintain one unified ROA with all prefixes or multiple ROAs with one prefix
each.

Grouping multiple prefixes in a single ROA object has the advantage of a
simpler file management as there is a single file for each (organization, ASN)
pair. The ROA snapshot from 31st December 2021 shows that APNIC and RIPE
have opted for this unified ROA management. To illustrate this, Table 5 depicts
the number of published ROA objects and the number of corresponding routes
(prefix, origin ASN). APNIC has on average 12 routes per ROA (5 routes on
average for RIPE), whereas ARIN has mostly ROAs with 1 route. This difference
is also visible on RIR portals and APIs. For example, APNIC and RIPE only
require the route and max-length value to create a ROA, whereas other RIRs
have more specific requirements, including a ROA unique identifier.

Although APNIC and RIPE unified ROAs provide simpler file management,
they substantially complicate ROA signing and revocation mechanisms. For
example, given a single ROA authorizing two prefixes originated by AS65536, If
an organization requests the creation of a ROA for a new prefix for AS65536,
then the Certification Authority has to revoke the previous ROA and create a
new ROA including all three prefixes. Similarly, if someone requests the revoca-
tion of one of the prefixes, the Certification Authority has to revoke the ROA and
create a new ROA with the remaining prefixes. Thus, in both cases, involving
two cryptographic operations for a single query. This may explain why APNIC
has a 20min batch to allow it to collect multiple user queries and produce a
single ROA file.

6 Discussion

Setting up these experiments and maintaining them over several months was an
eye-opener to the challenges that operators face with RPKI and RIRs.

First, the procedures and requirements to obtain resources, activate RPKI,
and manage ROAs for the five RIRs are all quite different. In addition, the lack of
APIs to manage RPKI resources for APNIC and AFRINIC makes automation
a lot more challenging. We implemented Selenium scripts for AFRINIC and
APNIC beacons, which is not trivial given the security measures employed by
RIR portals (e.g., two-factor authentication and password renewal) and need
adjustments whenever portals are updated.

Second, the need for continued monitoring of the management, control, and
data planes is crucial to ensure proper operation of all components involved
and impacted by RPKI. For example, one of our AFRINIC beacons failed for
multiple days because one of the ROA was left un-revoked by the Certification
Authority, even though our deletion query succeeded and it had disappeared
from the AFRINIC web interface. We only noticed this problem in our data
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plane measurements thanks to the prefix visualization. APNIC also automates
the creation/deletion of an IRR route object corresponding to RPKI operations
which had painful effects on our experiments, and likely to cause pain to opera-
tors.

Third, the use of redundant RPs is obvious for a commercial ISP but
inevitably slows the responsiveness of routers withdrawing prefixes for deleted
ROAs. This may be an unexpected behavior that requires operators to experi-
ment with different configurations.

Fourth, the RPKI ecosystem is rapidly evolving. During the course of these
experiments, popular RPs had numerous bug fixes, including fixes that may
impact the measured delays. It is however hard to track when operators are
applying these updates. The RIRs’ services have also been evolving, for instance
APNIC has recently started experimenting with an API for managing RPKI [34].

Finally, less obvious but still very important is the use of a synchronized
clock in the UTC timezone. Certification Authorities, Relying Parties, and any
software that deals with ROA creation/deletion/validation should run their oper-
ations using a single timezone, UTC as used by the hardware security modules,
to prevent delays and mismatches in ROA management as observed in Sect. 4.1.

7 Related Work

As RPKI deployment is gaining more traction in network operations, under-
standing the end-to-end delay of the ROV supply chain is extremely important.
Previous research has focused mostly on measuring the deployment and adoption
of RPKI [14,35,36] or on the security of the underlying infrastructure [37,38],
rather than on operational considerations, especially the propagation time.

Recommendations of timing parameters such as Relying Party refresh time
are briefly mentioned in RFCs [39]. Other delay factors between the user query
and the corresponding impact on BGP have not yet been well investigated. There
are currently no BCP (Best Current Practice) documents on how to maintain
reasonable RPKI end-to-end delay, aside from a currently inactive Internet-draft
[23], which provides some, possibly overly liberal, high-level guidance on the
frequency and refresh time intervals for Relying Party software.

One recent study from Kristoff et al. [24] collected access log information from
both hosted and delegated RPKI Certification Authorities. This study analyzed
the refresh intervals and observed the somewhat erratic fetching behavior of
Relying Parties (RPs) - potentially affecting the overall propagation delay. In
our study, we go a step further by understanding the end-to-end delay between
the user ROA creation and the impact on BGP. We collected data from the
RPKI management plane, the BGP control plane, as well as the data plane.

Finally, a study by Hlavacek et al. [40], performed data-plane experiments, in
addition to the control plane, to evaluate ROV on the Internet. They analyzed
and correlated the results of their study to identify the number of ASes enforcing
ROV but no delay characterization was performed.
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8 Conclusion

In this paper, we designed wide-ranging experiments to measure the timing and
effects of the propagation of ROAs on the management, control, and data planes.
This enabled us to track how ROAs are disseminated - starting from the moment
creation is triggered through the RIRs’ API/portals, then signed by the hosted
Certificate Authorities, published at their respective Publication Points, to the
moment they are fetched and validated by RPs, consequentially seeing routers
announcing new routes in BGP, and then affecting delay and reachability on the
data plane. We found ROA management issues for two RIRs and discovered that
RIRs usually publish new RPKI information within 5min, except APNIC which
is 10min slower. For ISPs, we observe disparate behaviors in the control and data
planes between when routes are validated or invalidated by a ROA creation or
deletion. At the ISP level, we observed that the reaction time following a ROA
deletion is much longer due to BGP and multi-RP deployment that require
complete ROA withdrawals on all RPs for a route to be withdrawn. Predicting
prefix reachability and the BGP convergence time is getting even harder as it
requires insights about which networks are implementing ROV and how quickly
each reacts to RPKI changes. This study reveals some of the complexity added
by RPKI to basic routing operations.
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A Appendix

A.1 Data Plane Availability in IPv6

Fig. 10. IPv6: Effects of ROA creation (green dots) and ROA deletion (red dots) on
prefix reachability (cyan dot) and unreachability (black dot) in traceroute. Each line
shows a different Atlas probe/prefix pair. Delay between ROA deletion and unreacha-
bility highly varies depending on the topology. (Color figure online)
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A.2 BGP Update Delay after ARIN Fix

Fig. 11. ROA creation after ARIN’s fix. RRC00 and RRC01 peers from April 21st to
May 15th 2022. APNIC and LACNIC are not plotted to improve readability. ARIN’s user
query to BGP delay distributions became similar to the ones of AFRINIC and RIPE.

A.3 Reproducibility

Our experimental data is publicly available in order to make the results of this
work entirely reproducible. Our source code and logs of user query time are
available at https://github.com/romain-fontugne/rov-timing.

The list of experimental prefixes obtained from the five RIRs are shown in
Table 6.

Table 6. IP prefixes used for our first experiment.

RIR Type IPv4 IPv6

AFRINIC Control 102.218.96.0/24 2001:43f8:df0::/48
AFRINIC Test 102.218.97.0/24 2001:43f8:df1::/48
APNIC Control 103.171.218.0/24 2001:DF7:5380::/48
APNIC Test 103.171.219.0/24 2001:DF7:5381::/48
ARIN Control 165.140.104.0/24 2620:9E:6000::/48
ARIN Test 165.140.105.0/24 2620:9E:6001::/48
LACNIC Control 201.219.252.0/24 2801:1e:1800::/48
LACNIC Test 201.219.253.0/24 2801:1e:1801::/48
RIPE Control 151.216.4.0/24 2001:7fc:2::/48
RIPE Test 151.216.5.0/24 2001:7fc:3::/48

https://github.com/romain-fontugne/rov-timing
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Table 7. RIPE Atlas measurement IDs corresponding to traceroute data analyzed in
this study.

ID Target RIR Type

40388150 103.171.218.1 APNIC Control
40388151 103.171.219.1 APNIC Test
40388152 2001:DF7:5380::1 APNIC Control
40388153 2001:DF7:5381::1 APNIC Test
40388154 151.216.4.1 RIPE Control
40388155 151.216.5.1 RIPE Test
40388156 2001:7fc:2::1 RIPE Control
40388157 2001:7fc:3::1 RIPE Test
40388158 102.218.96.1 AFRINIC Control
40388159 102.218.97.1 AFRINIC Test
40388160 2001:43f8:df0::1 AFRINIC Control
40388161 2001:43f8:df1::1 AFRINIC Test
40388162 165.140.104.1 ARIN Control
40388163 165.140.105.1 ARIN Test
40388164 2620:9E:6000::1 ARIN Control
40388165 2620:9E:6001::1 ARIN Test
40388166 201.219.252.1 LACNIC Control
40388167 201.219.253.1 LACNIC Test
40388168 2801:1e:1800::1 LACNIC Control
40388169 2801:1e:1801::1 LACNIC Test

The list of RIPE Atlas measurement IDs corresponding to the traceroute
measurements for this study are in Table 7.
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